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When we extend a grammar G = (V,Σ, P, S) with additional productions to model grammat-
ical errors we end up with some strings over Σ that do not belong completely to either L(G)
or to Σ⋆−L(G). A similar situation occurs when an automaton or a recognition/parsing algo-
rithm A has been augmented with certain transitions in order to deal with erroneous inputs:
A processes strings over Σ that neither fully are in L(A) nor in Σ⋆ − L(A).
To model these phenomena adequately the notions of fuzzy language, fuzzy grammar and
fuzzy automaton turn out to be appropriate. A fuzzy language L over Σ is defined by its
membership function µL : Σ
⋆ → L where L is a structure that is a bit more complex then the
two-element set {0, 1} used in case of ordinary or crisp languages. A fuzzy automaton [fuzzy
grammar] is a weighted automaton [weighted grammar] where the weights are taken from L.
Originally [10], L was taken equal to the real closed interval [0, 1], but nowadays we use
a structure somewhat more complex [9, 12, 8] than the semirings usually encountered in the
study of weighted automata. More precisely, L is a completely distributive complete lattice
provided with an additional operator ⋆, i.e., L = (L,∧,∨, 0, 1, ⋆) where (L,∧,∨, 0, 1) is a
completely distributive complete lattice and (L, ⋆, 1) is a commutative monoid; these two
substructures are coupled by distributivity laws, and 0 ⋆ a = 0 holds for all a in L; cf. [1, 2].
Imperfections can be small (“tiny mistakes”: weights are close to, but unequal to 1) or big
(“capital blunders”: weights are close to, but unequal to 0). Multiple errors in a derivation or
computation should be accumulated, the result of which determines the quality (the degree
of perfection) of the string to be generated or accepted ultimately.
The three operations of L reflect several aspects of the generation or computation process:
• The ∨-operation plays an important rôle in the presence of nondeterminism or ambiguity.
• We need the ∧-operation for imposing regular restrictions, in particular for “intersection
with the set of words over a terminal alphabet”.
• The ⋆-operation is essential in describing the accumulation of errors properly (“Making an
error twice is worse than making it once.” “A long sequence of tiny mistakes may result in
something that looks like a capital blunder.”)
The ∨-operation is needed for another reason; viz. the occurrence of an error may be
compensated by another error to obtain a perfectly correct string w in the language L(G) or
L(A). In order to yield µL(G)(w) = 1 or µL(A)(w) = 1, we need to take the supremum over
all possible derivations or computations, respectively, including the completely correct ones.
In this framework some properties of context-free [3], regular [2, 6] and Lindenmayer [1, 6]
languages have been generalized to their “fuzzified” counterparts. For instance, context-free
grammars augmented with rules that model grammatical errors give rise to modifications of
well-known parsing algorithms [4] which, apart from their usual job, are able to deal with
erroneous inputs as well.
Although many of these generalizations hold for arbitrary L, some results have been only
established for the case in which L is linearly ordered (of which the real closed interval [0, 1]
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with operations min, max and multiplication is the most frequently used, practical example).
As an illustration we consider the problem of (in)dependency of operations on fuzzy lan-
guages. An operation o from a class C of operations on fuzzy languages is called independent
if o cannot be expressed as a polynomial over C−{o}. A major tool in studying independency
is the set of algebraic closure operators that correspond to the subsets of C. This set turns
out to be a bounded partially ordered monoid, the structure of which (i.e., its Cayley table
and its partial order) answers many (in)dependency questions. In determining the structure
of this monoid, it is crucial to establish (i) defining relations, and (ii) inequalities. Now (i) is
usually possible for arbitrary L, whereas (ii) relies on translating a proper inclusion between
families of crisp languages to a proper inclusion between the corresponding families of fuzzy
languages. In this translation process the linear order of L is probably indispensable [5, 7].
On the other hand, when L is not linearly ordered —even in the simplest case (i.e., L is the
four-element distributive lattice that is not a chain, while ⋆ coincides with ∧)— unexpected
matters will occur: there exists two fuzzy context-free languages L1 and L2 over Σ with their
crisp parts, defined by c(Li) = {w ∈ Σ
⋆ | µLi(w) = 1}, being empty (i.e., c(Li) = ∅ for
i = 1, 2), whereas the crisp part of their union c(L1 ∪ L2) is not context-free; cf. [11, 4].
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